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Hey Bill Barr, the 80s called. They want their strategic
deception clown act back. 
 

Barr’s Playbook: He Misled Congress When Omitting Parts of Justice …
When Bill Barr was head of Office of Legal Counsel, he gave Congress the legal
conclusions and reasoning of an important Justice Department memo but left out
major portions of it. When the full memo …

https://www.justsecurity.org/63635/barrs-playbook-he-misled-congress-when-omitting-p…

Look, I'm not sure what you've spent your post-GHWB years doing (other than

working for firms that rep the Russian mob), but 30 years after your first fake

"principal conclusions" summary, things around here have changed a bit.

When you pulled that "principle conclusions" magic hat act back in 1989, Americans

primarily relied on what the 6:00 news told them. Anyone who wanted to dig deeper

would have to go to a big library and hope for up to date periodicals and newspapers
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would have to go to a big library and hope for up-to-date periodicals and newspapers.

It would take FOREVER.

Now we have this new amazing thing. It's called THE INTERNET. It's fantastic. See, I

do a search for "Bill Barr" … and I get all THIS CRAZY STUFF about how conflicted

you are!

Another new fandangly thing we acquired since your last coverup was … CABLE

NEWS! Holy smokes, did you see this FORTY MINUTE @Maddow segment from last

night????  

 

Back in 1989, all we had is Brokaw reading a press release.  
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Barr record of deception for Bush calls credibility into question
Rachel Maddow looks back at how William Barr in 1989 as assistant attorney
general, declared documents sought by Congress to be confidential and offered his
personal summary instead, only to have his…

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/barr-record-of-deception-for-bush-calls-…

Oh, and … TWITTER! I noticed you don't have an account so maybe you don't know

about this tool. Sure yeah, it's got its problems, but those birds travel faster than you

can imagine.

So, for example, some Emotional Intelligence expert in Nevada does a read on your

non-verbals and voila! Thousands of people can read about it within seconds.  

 

(By the way, apparently you've got some ego problems you might want to address). 
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#BodyLanguage #BodyLanguageExpert #WilliamBarr 
#NitaLowey #MuellerReport #RobertMueller #DonaldTrump 
#Schadenfreude

993 5:12 PM - Apr 10, 2019

796 people are talking about this

MOBILE NOTIFICATIONS!! 

 

We don't have to wait for the 6pm tomorrow. No, the moment the Mueller Report is

released, MILLIONS of us will get an instant notification. We will drop everything

and do a hunt for Easter eggs in that report ALL WEEKEND.

You will literally have people like me filling in the blanks within hours, minutes even. 
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Replying to @tburages

Manafort had a crony, Laury Gay, set up a pro-Trump super-
PAC, Rebuilding America Now.   It had ONE vendor, Multi Media 
Services. 
 
/4

119 4:09 AM - Feb 14, 2019

45 people are talking about this

The Information Age. See? It's a thing of beauty.

We get that there may be classified information that the public shouldn't see. Sources,

methods, ongoing investigation stuff. We're okay with that.  

 

Doesn't mean Congress shouldn't get an unredacted copy. And they will.  

 

Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

If Barr & Rosenstein redact Mueller’s report for Congress, it will 
be by choice, not legal compulsion. 

 
Rosenstein chose to give a GOP House nearly 1 million pages of 
discovery in Clinton & Russia probe. 
 
But they choose not to give 400 pages of Trump-related info to a 
Dem House.

26.7K 4:00 PM - Apr 12, 2019

18.3K people are talking about this

But if someone at Mueller's office realizes you're hiding non-classified things for

purely political ends, we'll hear about it.  

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

Barr “might not have quite as much discretion without some 
consequences here ”
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• • •

consequences here,   
 
Barr has “only has so much time & so much wiggle room" to 
delay & redact Mueller's report before its public release w/out 
risking "further disclosures from that 
team.”politico.com/story/2019/04/…

27 2:56 AM - Apr 12, 2019

See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

Barr redactions could spark more displeasure from Mueller's t…
Some see recent reports about 'frustration' with William Barr among
Mueller's investigators as a warning to the attorney general.
politico.com

We're not all exactly sure WHO nudged you to crawl out of old man's semi-retirement

cave so you could run the old "principle conclusions" magic hat gambit again, but this

is not your parents' electorate anymore, buddy.

We're smart. We're resourceful. We're connected. We're hungry. We're pissed.  

 

And we're watching.  
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